
With TMR, logic is triplicated, and majority voters are used to

correct logic signals. Full TMR is the most thorough form

where both flip-flops, clock-tree and combinational logic are

triplicated. As a result the routing gets complicated and

dynamic power consumption and routing congestion

increases. To overcome these effects an interleaved and

imbricated approach is presented, these use the full TMR

method but reduces the area and power consumption. These

techniques allow a semi-distributed placement to grant

maximal freedom to place-and-route tools to optimize the

design. It is based on the conventional 3-block approach but

uses an interleaved/imbricated placement constraining method

with many repetitive, small A-B-C strips.

This research presents a new interleaved physical placement

method for high-speed TMR digital circuits. In contrast to a

generally used bulky 3-bank constraining method, it uses

alternating strips of A-B-C logic. To optimally constrain the

placement of sequential cells as well as combinational cells,

the TMR netlist information is used to divide the netlist into

banks which do not interact logically and allow SEE charge

sharing without compromising reliability. The technique was

evaluated in a 65 nm CMOS technology.
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The main advantage of the presented approach is that the place-and-route tool has more freedom to distribute logic across the

floorplan. In contrast to the 3-blocks approach, interconnections between voters do not need to cross a big center block that results in

major routing complexity and power consumption overhead. With the proposed method, the total net length is drastically reduced

since the connected logic can be placed closely together, still ensuring minimal spacing for SEEs. As a result, the switching power is

also reduced. For the evaluated circuits, the total net length reduced by up to 47% while the switching power consumption is reduced

by 25%. Furthermore, the routing complexity was significantly simplified compared to a bulk 3-block physical floorplan. By using the

placement balancing between ABC1 and ABC2, there is no area penalty.

Figure 1:  a) Old TMR method b) Interleaving method c) Imbricated method 
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3Blocks Interleaved imbricated
Diff 3Block-

Interleaved (%)
Diff 3Block-

imbricated (%)
Internal Power 

(mW) 18,7 18,6 18,6 -0,3 -0,4
Switching

Power (mW) 11,1 6,8 6,7 -38,3 -39,5
Total Power 

(mW) 29,8 25,5 25,3 -14,5 -14,9
Total 

Capacitance
(pF)

36,3 24,4 24,3 -32,7 -33,0

Figure 2:  a) Average design metal density for different metal layers b) Net length 

histogram for the 8×16-bit design.
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The methods were tested on a design which contains 8,16

and 32 individual 16-bit counters. Fig. 2a shows that the new

methods decreases the routing density on different (vertical)

layers. In Fig. 2b, a histogram of the distances between cells

in a TMR branch is shown. It indicates a significant reduction

of the spacing for the interleaved placement methods. It has

also shown a drastic reduction in dynamic power

consumption due to the reduced routing complexity. A

summary is shown in table 1.
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In the proposed imbricated

method, a floorplan is made

using 6 physical constrain

groups (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1,

C2), or noted as ABC1 and

ABC2. Each group A1-C2 has a

height of the required spacing

distance for SEEs and occupies

the entire width of the design.

Vertically, all groups are

subsequently repeated multiple

times to fill the vertical design

space (e.g. … A1-A2-B1-B2-

C1-C2-A1-A2 …). A TMR

datapath is placed in either

ABC1 or ABC2. As such, one

ABC group acts as spacer for

the other. To ensure maximal

area efficiency, TMR datapaths

are balanced between ABC1

and ABC2 if they do not interact

logically and thus are allowed to

share multi-cell upsets. The

interleaved method uses almost

the same techniques but does

not use ABC2 but rather an

empty spacing thus requiring

more area. Fig. 1 shows an

example of 16X16bit counters

placed with different TMR

methods.
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